TERMINAL NON EXISTENT
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Class of 1993. This symbol is where the idea
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Although not much has been written on his childhood life, his later years are full of accomplishments.
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Tradition

An Ongoing Class

Virginia Tech

THE

used to symbolize campus life. A large poster, located in the entrance to each class and
the Student Union, indicates the date for each class.

1948, which began the first class tradition.

"Tradition is bound on every class ring in the portrait of an
eagle," says the inscription engraved on the class rings. The eagle symbolizes the student body and the
school's heritage, as well as the spirit of the Virginia Tech student body.

Virginia Tech celebrates the tradition with the symbolic class rings,
which are handcrafted by students from the class of 1940.

The class of 1940 is represented by a Virginia Tech class ring,
which is a symbol of the student body and their achievements.

The Virginia Tech class ring is an important symbol for the student body,
representing their pride and unity.

Each class ring is unique, with its own inscription and design, reflecting
the spirit and heritage of the Virginia Tech student body.
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Plan Payment

Enrollment

1. Mastercard, Visa, and Discover may be used to pay the deposit, balance due, or full payment of your Virginia Tech course.

2. Deposits can also be made in cash, check or money order. Checks and money orders should be made payable to H. J. Jones, Inc.

3. All Virginia, 93 students who pay in full amount of their fund at the initial money orders should be made payable to H. J. Jones, Inc.

4. Interest is 5% C.O.D. The balance due may be paid when the order is shipped.

5. C.O.D. - The balance due may be paid when the order is shipped.

6. Pay as you wear. VPI&SU $93 students may take possession of their fund.

7. Charge deposits for installment charges. Credit cards may be available with an approval of a major credit card.


High school junior college or college rings. Trade-in value will be based on

Invoicing:

1. Must be paid in full. hallmark must be received by H. J. Jones, Inc.

2. Promotional, special offers, or payment plans available to the every budget.

To ensure that every class member can participate in the Virginia Tech ring program, several methods of payment plans are available to fit every budget.
The Key to Success

For the year:

Hilton's course will be offered in exchange with 1993 school just as in December with class of 1993.
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Ring Promotion Days

April

10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Squires Student Center

March 30 and 31
Service Day

March 27 and 28
Ring Dance

March 26 and 27
RingDelivery

March

“SUCCESS
THE KEY TO
1993”

Ring Promotion Days

May

10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Squires Student Center

December

April 8 and 9
Ring Promotion Days

November

Ring Promotion Days

10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Squires Student Center

October 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11
10 & 2

October 3 and 4
Ring Promotion Days

October 1

Ring Premiere

February, October 1

Ring Premiere

January

10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Squires Student Center

20, 21, 22, 23 & 24
Ring Promotion Days

For Ring Dance
Last Chance To Order In Time

See the Collegiate Times and campus posters for
details on Class of ’93 Ring Events

EVENTS
of
Calendar
Helf Jones is committed to creating your #1 #1 #1. We are dedicated to providing you with the best possible experience.

Your 1993 Virginia Tech ring is a lasting symbol of your personal achievement.

With tradition and personal commitment, we strive to create the finest quality recognition rings.

For more than 70 years, Helf Jones has successfully combined old world craftsmanship with modern technology.